ACTIVITY SHEET
The Election Issue

WORD SCRAMBLE
All About Voting
1. LYARE  ___________________
2. GITESRER  ___________ ___________
3. IDCEDE  ___________________
4. SPUOPTR  ___________ ___________
5. LTCEE  ___________________
6. LSOPL  ___________________

CROSSWORD
The Process of Voting

DOWN:
1. What you use to record your vote.
2. If you don’t want to vote for the candidates offered, you can ___ in your vote.
3. Usually there is one main candidate per ___.

ACROSS:
1. Events held prior to voting for candidates to discuss issues and make a case for themselves.
2. This year’s election is what kind of election?
3. What you’ll sometimes recieve after voting.
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